SCI Honors Its Members at New York City

Pat Clarke, our treasurer, is this year's recipient of the "Jack
Heimann Service Award"; wife Bina looks on, at right

Loretta Franz, of the host chapter, is the 1985 Miss Beer Stein,
attended by Lee Poppy and Claire Hill. Convention Chairman
Ron Fox gives all of them a hand

Special recognition is being given to collector extraordinary,
Siegmund Klein, in absentia. Bob Alutin accepts the award from
Ron Fox

Mike Wald, author of renown, is the newest of SCI's Master
Steinologists. The plaque is presented by Convention host Ron
Fox

In Memoriam
It is with great sorrow that we report the
death of two more wonderful SCI members: Jeanne Heimann and O. Lewis
Zahrendt, both from the Twin Cities,
Minneapolis and St. Paul.
Jeanne was the widow of our good friend
Jack Heimann, while Dr. Zahrendt will
be best known for inviting SCI'ers to view
his magnificent collection the two times
we met in Minneapolis for a National
Convention.
We shall miss them both!

News F l a s h
SCI officers for the year 1985/86
elected at the New York Annual
Meeting on July 18th:
Chairman
Therese Thomas
President . . . Lawrence Beckendorff
Vice President
Mark Durban
Membership V-P
Jim DeMars
Secretary
Bo Boresch
Treasurer
Pat Clarke
Executive
Director
Jack Lowenstein
And here is an advanced list of special Convention award winners:
Master Steinologist
Mike Wald
Jack Heimann Service
Award
Pat Clarke
Miss Beerstein
Loretta Franz
.. . More in the December issue. In
the meantime, our heartiest congratulations and a rousing "Prosit!"
to all of the above!

Mettlach Mold Variations
by Mike Wald & Ron Fox
When discussing Mettlach steins we find
it easy to identify a stein to another collector by simply using the mold number incised into the base. This mold number
identifies the piece and is used constantly
when we deal in steins mde by Villeroy &
Boch. In most cases we find this mold
number to be very consistent and it acts
as a guide for all etched, relief, and cameo
steins. But exceptions do exist. As we were
looking over many Mettlach steins we were
surprised at how many different steins carry
the same mold numbers. We found many
reasons for this phenomenon and wish to
explain some of them.
One major instance which crops up frequently involves the practice used by Villeroy & Boch of changing the body molds
or decorations over the years that the stein
remained in production. When comparing
certain steins shown in their 1885 catalog
to the same models in the 1899 catalog,
you can easily spot some of the changes.
Some changes were relatively minor while
others were more drastic. A perfect example is the mold #485. The early version
was made of porcelain and featured a threedimensional gnome on the lid, which also
was made of porcelain. A later version,
which is quite common, shows the same
body scene but is a totally different stein:
It is made of stoneware, has a completely
different body, and features a simple
stoneware inlay lid. In fact, the older porcelain version rarely carries a Mettlach
mark.
Sometimes the same mold number was
used on steins with completely different
scenes. Although the body design on the
#2277 remains the same, the front etched
panel could show the cities of Heidelberg,
Nuremberg or Wartburg. Villeroy & Boch,
being an enterprising factory, found it economical to use a current design and change
only the front panel, thus creating a different stein but retaining the same mold number. We also find this in the case of the
#1998. The usual design features a standing cavalier on the front oval panel. Another custom version was made later, featuring the picture of Martin Moehn for his
Western Brewery (Iowa). Naturally both
steins carry the same mold number.
The most commonly known usage of different steins with the same mold number
is the #2900 "Argentina" stein. These steins
were made 30 years apart showing the
Quilmes brewery as it looked around the
turn of the century and again as it appeared around 1930. It is surprising that V
& B continued to use the same mold number in this instance, as the etched body
scenes are completely different.

It is more common, however, for the differences to be more subtle, such as
changes in the lids, handles, base designs, added inscriptions or banners, etc.
But these simple changes could affect the
value of the stein substantially. One such
instance occurs in the #1723. The more
common version of this scene of the Mettlach Bridge has a shield with " V B " above
it. which stands for Villeroy & Boch. A much
rarer version was also made with " E B " in
the shield. This special edition was made
for Eugene Boch. Finding a #1723 with
the " E B " would be much more difficult and
it would be worth much more money.
Sometimes the change could be in the
handle. One of the most collectible of the
Mettlach steins is the special issue "St.
Augustine," #2373. This etched Americana stein has great appeal because of its
unusual handle which is in the shape of an
alligator with its head as the thumblift. But
it was also made with a plain, simple handle. It was obviously not as pleasing at the
time of manufacture, since very few are
found today. The mold number for both remains the same.
One common area where molds do not
change is in the case where different lids
are made for the same stein. One series
that immediately comes to mind is the
#1475-1480, which features etched scenes
of gnomes at work. In most cases these
steins are seen with regular inlay lids. But
they also were made with a three-dimensional gnome on the lid. These latter steins
are harder to come by and are more valuable. Just knowing the mold number would
not tip you off.
Villeroy & Boch used the same number on
steins made in different sizes. There are

Early version of relief stein #24.

cases where the Vi-liter and 1-liter steins
differ greatly. The most significant difference occurs in the # 2 3 9 1 . This stein in the
/2-liter size is a simple, basic etched stein.
When the same number stein is made as
a 1-liter, it sports a very fancy handle and
a conical lid. This also occurs in other steins
but the design change is not nearly as
drastic.
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One of the most unusual instances where
the same mold number can be used for
different pieces is when the same number
can be either a relief stein or a cameo stein.
Naturally the cameo stein would be more
desirable. In the case of # 2 1 3 1 , both a
relief and a cameo stein were made, but
they carried different scenes on them.
One last variation occurs on steins that were
made for the German stein market and
contained portions of German verse. When
Villeroy & Boch appealed to the American
market they changed the verses into
English, as on # 1 3 7 0 and #2640.
So, as we can see, knowing the mold number of the Mettlach stein does not tell you
the whole story. If you intend to collect these
finely made pieces you should learn the
variations. To make it easier, here is a partial list of Mettlach mold numbers with their
possible variations:
#24—This relief stein was made with 2 different
body styles, an early version and a later,
more popular one. This later one normally
had an acorn finial on the inlay lid. One lid
variation depicts a dog's head in place of
the acorn.
#202—Made with older and newer stein bodies
(see 1885 and 1899 catalogs). One older
version was also made with a gnome on
the lid.
#229—This mold number is found on many different old relief steins. It is always found
inside a Mettlach "chewing gum" mark. An
entire series is mold-marked the same.

Later common version of relief stein #24.

#328—This relief stein normally is found with a
hunter's hat on the inlay lid. It was also made
with the same "drunken cavalier" lid as the
#675. It also was made with a simple base
design.
#485—There are 2 versions of this stein. The
older one, shown in the 1885 catalog, shows
the stein made in porcelain (parian) with a
full-figure gnome on the inlay lid. The more
common version was made in stoneware
with a simple inlay lid and is shown in the
1899 V&B catalog.
#675—This barrel-shaped stein not only came
in different colors but also with many different lids. One features a radish, while another shows a "drunken cavalier" in either
brown or white. It also was made with a
marbelized body design.
#812—The body differences on the older and
newer versions of this stein are extreme.
The older version is featured in the 1885
catalog in a one-liter size with a horn-shaped
handle. The later and more common version, seen in the 1899 catalog, has a completely different body design.
#1053—The scene on the older and newer versions of this stein is the same but the bodies vary. The older body design featured in
the 1885 catalog shows an almost monochromatic etched design. The later version,
shown in 1899, has a different body design
and the ethed portion is more colorful.
#1370—This /2-liter relief stein has a front panel
with either German or English verse.
#1475-1480—This Vz-\\ler series of steins comes
either with simple inlay lids or with a threedimensional gnome sitting atop the lid.
#1570—This mosaic Vtliter stein was made with
2 different inlay lids. One has a simple
mosaic inlay, while the other features a
raised hops-bud design.
#1675—This etched Vfe-liter stein was made
either with or without a medallion on the
rear which reads, "1386-1886," commemorating the 500th anniversary of the City of
Heidelberg.
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Another version of the later #24, with a dog's
head finial.

#2373—This V -liter St. Augustine stein had 3
variations: It came with an alligator handle,
a plain handle, or as a lidless mug (see
"The Mettlach Book," page 109).
#2391—Here again the variation is in the Vzand 1 -liter versions. The 1 -liter has a fancy
handle, lid and base, while the Vfe-liter is
much simpler. The etched scene remains
the same.
#2401—Here again the 1-liter version has a
fancy base, while the '/2-liter is much simpler.
#2478—This 5-liter Hildebrand stein was made
as a cameo stein or as a relief stein.
#2607—Here is another example of a stein being
made as a cameo or as a relief stein.
#2640—This /2-liter stein was made with either
German or English verse in the banner
above the front scene (see "The Mettlach
Book", page 32).
#2692—This 3-liter stein was made with either
a fancy design or a plain design at the belly
bands.
#2869—The lid on this master stein was made
2 ways: It comes with either a three-dimensional lion and shield finial, or the Munich
Hofbrauhaus building (see "The Mettlach
Book", page 138).
#2900—This stein was made in 2 different time
periods, showing the Quilmes Brewery in
Argentina as it appeared in the late 1890's
and as it did in 1930. (see "The Mettlach
Book", page 140).
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#1723—There are 2 variations made of this stein.
The more common one has a "VB" in a
crest above the scene, while the rarer version has "EB" for Eugene Boch. (See Prosit
pages 237 and 524).
#1786—The dragon's head, that acts as a
thumb-lift, was made in either pewter or
stoneware. The pewter version is said to
be the older and less common one.
#1861—There are 4 different versions of this
stein: The front panels vary, showing either
Frederick III, Wilhelm I, Wilhelm II, or Gambrinus Rex. See Prosit page 533. (Note,
mold number 1890 features the first 3 together on a single stein in 3 different panels).
#1915—This stein is available with front panels
featuring 2 different city scenes, Trier or
Cologne. Also, the Cologne panel was made
in either print-underglaze or etched. (See
"The Mettlach Book," page 74).
#1940—This 3-liter stein body is featured with
the emblem of Yale University in relief, or
with the etched scene of the "Keeper of the
wine cellar." (See "The Mettlach Book,"
page 75).
#1956—This one-liter stein is normally seen with
the bust of Wilhelm I. Another version shows
it with Wilhelm II.
#1997—This stein, made for the George Ehret
brewery, was made 2 ways: One version
features a second banner under each side
panel with the dates "1866" and "1891."
This represents the 25th anniversary of Ehret's New York brewery in America.
#1998—This /2-liter stein is usually seen with a
cavalier in the oval front panel. Another rarer
version shows brewer Martin Moehn in this
panel. (See "The Mettlach Book," pages 79
& 80).
#2095—This 2 / -liter stein differs in the base
and top design. One version has a row of
medallions around the base, while the other
fancier one has a raised garland design.
#2131—Here is a unique situation. The same
mold number depicts a Vfe-liter relief stein or
an entirely different cameo stein (see "The
Mettlach Book," page 95).
#2204—Here the difference lies in the / -liter
and one-liter versions: the 1 -liter has a much
fancier design than the V^-liter counterpart.
#2210—This same 3.25-liter stein was made 2
ways, as a relief or as a cameo stein.
#2277—This same mold number actually shows
3 different etched city scenes; of Heidelberg, of Nuremberg, or of Wartburg. Theca
etched scenes are entirely different. The
Nuremberg version also came with a threedimensional lion and shield inlay lid.
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One version of a #229
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Early version of #202 on the left and later one
on right.

A completely different version of #229

Early version of #202 with relief gnome on lid

Early version of #485 on the right and later
version on the left.

American version of #1370, showing verse in
English.

